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AMSOIL P.i.:
A Study in Performance

Provides up to 5.7% better fuel economy.

In response to Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) fuel economy and emissions regulations, fuel injection
systems replaced carburetors in new vehicles in the 1980s. Fuel injectors provide drivers with more precise
CONTROLOFFUEL IMPROVINGFUELEFlCIENCYANDMINIMIZINGEMISSIONS(OWEVER INORDERTOWORKEFlCIENTLY THEY
MUSTBEKEPTCLEAN"ECAUSEPERFORMANCESUFFERSASFUELINJECTORSBECOMEDIRTY THE53GOVERNMENTMANDATEDINTHEMID STHATALLGASOLINESOLDINTHE53BEFORMULATEDWITHALOWESTADDITIVECONCENTRATION
,!# LEVELOFDETERGENTADDITIVESTOHELPKEEPENGINESCLEANANDEMISSIONSUNDERCONTROL(OWEVER ITTAKES
AVERYLOWLEVELOFADDITIVETOPASSTHETESTS ANDMOSTGASOLINEONTHEMARKETCONTAINSASLITTLEASPARTS
per million (ppm) of additive.
The low levels of detergent additives in modern gasoline allow deposits to build up on critical fuel system
COMPONENTS ANDMOSTMOTORISTSAREUNAWAREOFHOWDIRTYTHEINSIDESOFTHEIRENGINESARE!-3/),0I
0ERFORMANCE)MPROVERISANEFFECTIVEONE TANK TOTALFUELSYSTEMCLEANER-OREPOTENTTHANOTHERFUELADDITIVESONTHEMARKET 0IEFFECTIVELYCLEANSEVERYTHINGTHEFUELTOUCHES INCLUDINGFUELINJECTORS INTAKEVALVES
ANDCOMBUSTIONCHAMBERS INONLYONESINGLETANKOFGASOLINE REMOVINGTHEDEPOSITSTHATHAVEBUILTUPOVER
thousands of miles. Removing engine deposits with P.i. effectively improves fuel economy, reduces emissions, restores power, performance and acceleration, reduces octane requirements, increases engine life and
reduces maintenance costs.

Port Fuel Injectors
Port fuel injectors are standard equipment in modern vehicles, providing the exact amount of gasoline
THEENGINENEEDS4HEIRTASKISTOTRANSFERLIQUID
GASOLINEFROMTHETANKANDSPRAYITINAlNEMISTINTO
THEINTAKEAIRSTREAM INCREASINGSURFACEAREAAND
allowing the gasoline to evaporate into a gaseous
state as it enters the engine. There are two types of
port fuel injectors: pintle and director plate.

Pintle Style Injectors
Pintle style fuel injectors feature a pintle-shaped spray tip that produces a hollow
CONEOFSPRAY ATLEASTWHENITISCLEANANDWORKINGPROPERLYPicture A shows a
GREATLYMAGNIlEDPINTLETIPWITHBITSOFBUILT UPDEPOSITS4HESEDEPOSITS ALTHOUGH
THEYDONTLOOKLIKEMUCHTOTHENAKEDEYE CANSIGNIlCANTLYALTERTHESPRAYPATTERN
of gasoline. Picture A, as well as Pictures B and C (on the next page), show the
spray patterns of a dirty injector and the same injector cleaned with P.i. Picture C
shows an ideal spray pattern, a good mist with plenty of surface area for evaporaTIONTOTAKEPLACE7HENDEPOSITSSTARTTOBUILDUPONANINJECTORSPINTLE THESPRAYPATTERNLOOKSMORELIKE
Picture B, a steady stream of liquid gasoline. In order to burn properly, gasoline must evaporate to a gaseous
FORM ANDLIQUIDGASOLINEHASMOREDIFlCULTYEVAPORATING)NADDITION NOTASMUCHFUELISDELIVEREDTHROUGHA
DEPOSIT COVEREDINJECTORASACLEANINJECTOR LEADINGTOLEANMISlRESINTHECYLINDER

Director Plate Injectors
7HILEPINTLESTYLEFUELINJECTORSWERECOMMONINTHES 
modern vehicles feature director plate injectors that control
FUELmOWTHROUGHASIMPLEWAFER&EATURINGAPRE DETERMINED
number of holes, pressure drop across the wafer forms the
spray of fuel through the holes. The more holes that are in
THEWAFER THEBETTERTHEFUELATOMIZATION(OWEVER ASMORE
Picture A
holes are added to a director plate design, they must be
made increasingly smaller in order to maintain the pressure
drop. Twelve-hole wafers are common on modern vehicles,
PROVIDINGOPTIMUMATOMIZATION FUELECONOMYANDEMISSION
LEVELS/FCOURSE THEYMUSTBECLEANANDFUNCTIONINGPROPERLY
TOREALIZETHESEBENElTS3MALLERHOLESAREMORESENSITIVETO
DEPOSITFORMATIONAND LIKEPINTLESTYLEINJECTORS DIRTYDIRECTOR
plate injectors lead to reduced fuel spray and heavy streams
of liquid gasoline that do not allow adequate evaporation,
leading to reduced fuel economy, increased emissions and
DRIVABILITYISSUES"ECAUSETHEHOLESINA HOLEINJECTORAREABOUTTHESIZEOFAHUMANHAIR THEYAREVERY
SENSITIVEANDITONLYTAKESASMALLAMOUNTOFDEPOSITSTOIMPEDETHEmOWOFFUEL
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Picture B - Injector spray pattern before P.i. treatment

Picture C - Injector spray pattern after P.i. treatment

"YMEASURINGOXYGEN THEoxygen sensor in the exhaust stream is able to calculate how much gasoline the
injectors are spraying, as well as the air/fuel ratio. Although vehicles are usually equipped with many fuel
injectors (one per cylinder), only one oxygen sensor monitors them all. Through the oxygen sensor, the computer is able to determine if the engine is receiving the right amount of fuel. Deposit build-up on the injectors
REDUCESTHEFUELmOW7HENTHECOMPUTERDETERMINESTHATTHEENGINEISNOTRECEIVINGENOUGHFUEL ITINCREASES
FUELmOWFROMALLTHEINJECTORSINTHEFUELSYSTEM!LTHOUGHTHISSOLUTIONWOULDWORKWELLIFALLTHEINJECTORSLOST
FUELmOWATTHESAMERATE INJECTORSALMOSTALWAYSPLUGATDIFFERENTRATESBASEDUPONTHEIROPERATINGTEMPERAtures (inboard cylinders typically run hotter) and individual manufacturing tolerances.
0ORTFUELINJECTORDEPOSITSHAVEASIGNIlCANTIMPACTONFUELECONOMYANDEMISSIONSBECAUSETHEYPLUG
injectors at uneven rates, and the engine cannot compensate for individual cylinders. For example, a fourcylinder engine could have two plugged injectors, while the other two may only be mildly plugged or not
plugged at all. The oxygen sensor indicates to the computer that the engine is not receiving enough fuel,
so it increases the fuel supply to all four cylinders. Now the two injectors that were plugged are providing
more fuel, but it still may not be enough, while the two injectors that weren’t plugged are providing more fuel
than necessary. As a result, it creates a situation where two cylinders are running rich and the other two are
running lean. Removing port fuel injector deposits allows the engine to operate as it was designed, improving
fuel economy, lowering emissions and contributing to improved drivability (reduced stumbling, stalling,
hesitation and rough idle) and increased power.

As more holes are
added to director
plate designs, they
must be made
increasingly smaller
in order to maintain
the pressure drop.

4HE!34-$)NJECTOR#LEAN 5P0&)
Test was performed to test the fuel injecTORCLEANINGPOWEROF!-3/),0I0ERFORMANCE)MPROVER3TARTINGWITHANEW CLEAN
FOUR CYLINDER,#HRYSLERENGINEWITH
new fuel injectors (an engine particularly
sensitive to injector deposits), the car was
driven and allowed to build up deposits for
 MILESONNORMALGASOLINE!FTERWARDS 
DEPOSITLEVELSANDINJECTORmOWRATESWERE
measured. The injectors did not develop
deposits at the same rate, as two of the
INJECTORSWEREFOULED ONEWASFOULED
ANDONEWASALMOSTPERFECTLYCLEAN
After the measurements were recorded, the
INJECTORSWEREPLACEDBACKINTHECARAND
THECARWASlLLEDWITHATANKOFGASTREATED
with P.i. As seen in Graph A, all injectors
RETURNEDTOmOWAFTERONETANKOF
operation on P.i.
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Graph A
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Two of the four dirty injectors tested were fouled >15% and
another was fouled >10%. After one tank of operation on
AMSOIL P.i., all injectors returned to >95% ﬂow.

7HETHERDEPOSITSHAVEBUILTUPOVERARELATIVELYLOWNUMBEROFMILES ASINTHETEST ORTHEYHAVEACCUMULATED
OVER MILES 0IEFFECTIVELYREMOVESTHEM"ECAUSEFUELINJECTORDEPOSITSANDTHEASSOCIATEDPERFORMANCE
issues usually build up slowly over time, motorists often attribute the decreased performance to the increased
AGEOFTHEVEHICLE7HENTHEDEPOSITSAREREMOVEDINONLYONETANKOFGASOLINE THEPERFORMANCEIMPROVEMENT
ISIMMEDIATEANDSIGNIlCANT

Intake Valves
4HEROLEOFTHEINTAKEVALVEISTOACTASA
doorway. It opens to allow fuel and air into
the combustion chamber, then it closes,
sealing off the combustion chamber for
combustion and building up pressure in the
CYLINDER"ECAUSEINTAKEVALVESOPENONCE
FOREVERYTWOCRANKREVOLUTIONS THISWHOLE
PROCESSOCCURSVERYQUICKLY4HEINTAKE
valve in an engine running at 4,000 RPMs
must open, allow all the fuel and air through,
CLOSEANDSEALITSELF TIMESAMINUTE

Intake Valve Deposits
)NTAKEVALVEDEPOSITSAREPRESENTINSOMEQUANTITYINNEARLYEVERYVEHICLEONTHEROAD7HILESOMEVEHICLES
run trouble-free with a small amount of deposits, other vehicles are more sensitive to them, especially modern
VEHICLES4HEDEPOSITSTENDTOBUILDUPONTHEBACKSIDEOFINTAKEVALVES WHERETHEYACTLIKEAHARDCARBOnaceous sponge that absorbs fuel. The computer tells the injectors how much fuel to spray, but instead of it
all entering the combustion chamber, a portion of it becomes trapped in the deposits. Thus, the combustion
CHAMBERHASTHECORRECTLEVELOFOXYGEN BUTNOTENOUGHFUEL CREATINGALEANMISlRETHATLEADSTODRIVABILITY
ISSUESSUCHASSTUMBLING STALLINGANDROUGHIDLE"YREMOVINGTHESEDEPOSITS ALLTHEFUELFROMTHEINJECTORSIS
able to enter the combustion chamber.
6ALVESTICKINGISANOTHERPROBLEMCREATEDBYINTAKEVALVEDEPOSITS$EPOSITSBUILDUPWHERETHEVALVESTEM
GOESTHROUGHTHEGUIDE CAUSINGITTOSTICKINTHEGUIDE!LTHOUGHTHECAMSHAFTHASMORETHANENOUGHFORCE
to open the valve, it has trouble closing it. Modern vehicles often use lighter spring valves for fuel economy
BENElTS BUTTHEYOFTENDONTHAVEENOUGHSPRINGTENSIONTOPULLTHEVALVESCLOSEDINCOLDTEMPERATURES
"ECAUSECOLDTEMPERATURESCAUSEMETALSTOCONTRACTANDEXPANDATDIFFERENTRATES TOLERANCESGETSMALLER 
WHILEVISCOUSDEPOSITSGROWTHICKER
Picture D shows a dirty, deposit-covered valve, while Picture E shows the same valve cleaned with P.i. The
DIRTYVALVELEAVESANUNDULATINGSURFACETHATDISRUPTSAIRmOWINTOTHECYLINDERANDABSORBSAPORTIONOFTHE
fuel sprayed by the injector, while the clean valve contributes to improved fuel economy, lower emissions,
better drivability and maximum power.

Picture D )NTAKEVALVEBEFORE0ITREATMENT
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Picture E )NTAKEVALVEAFTER0ITREATMENT

(EATMUSTESCAPEFROMTHEENGINEDURINGCOMBUSTIONAND
POST COMBUSTION ANDAGREATDEALOFITENTERSTHEINTAKE
VALVE/NCETHERE ITHASTHREEWAYSOFGETTINGOUTOFTHE
engine. It can go up the stem, into the guide and out to the
coolant passages; it can go through the valve seat itself, into
the head and into the coolant passages or it can escape the
INTAKEVALVETHROUGHTHESURFACEONTHEBACKSIDE!NYFUELON
THEBACKSIDEOFTHATSURFACEEVAPORATESANDCONTRIBUTESTO
THECOMBUSTIONPROCESS"ECAUSEDEPOSITSACTASANINSULATOR THEYBLOCKALOTOFTHISHEATTRANSFERANDFORCETHEHEATTO
go out through the valve seat or valve stem rather than comINGBACKTOTHEINTAKETRACKTOHELPEVAPORATETHEGASOLINE
Graph B

BMW Valve Deposit Study
"-7DEVELOPEDASPECIlCINTERESTINVALVE
deposits in the late 1980s due to drivability
problems with its vehicles, including stumbling,
stalling, rough idle and hesitation. A study on
valve deposits showed dirty valves were the
source of the problems (Graph B indicates that
as valve deposits increased, drivability problems increased), and the company invested
a great deal of time and effort searching for
solutions, trying everything from polishing the
valve surfaces to using ceramic-coated valves.
4HESOLUTIONTHATWORKEDWASADDINGACLEANING
additive to the gasoline.
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Intake Valve Deposit Clean-Up Test
!SMALLmEETTESTPERFORMEDON0IEFFECTIVELY
demonstrates its superior deposit-cleaning abilities.
4HETESTFOCUSEDONRANDOMLYSELECTEDMODELYEARTOUSEDVEHICLESWITHBETWEEN AND
94,000 miles on the odometers, and all vehicles had been operated under normal service conditions using
REGULARGASOLINEAVAILABLEONTHEMARKET
Vehicle Model
(ONDA,!CCORD
*EEP,'RAND#HEROKEE
&ORD,%XPLORER
1999 Toyota 1.8L Corolla

Mileage
 
 
 
44,000

Vehicle Model
4OYOTA,#AMRY
'-,/LDSMOBILE#UTLASS
'-,#ADILLAC$E6ILLE

Mileage
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The red bars on Graph C represent the
PRE TREATMENTINTAKEVALVEDEPOSITLEVELS
of the vehicles, ranging from 49 mg to
414 mg. The blue bars represent the
deposit levels after P.i. treatment, showing
ANAVERAGEPERCENTCLEAN UPAFTERONLY
ONETANKOFGASOLINE%VENTHEVEHICLES
with minimal pre-treatment deposit levels
cleaned up very well, showing an average 89 percent clean-up, with the Toyota
Corolla showing 98 percent deposit clean-up.

Intake Valve Deposits (mg/valve)

Graph C
"EFORE0ITREATMENT EACHVEHICLEWAS
DISASSEMBLED ANDINTAKEVALVEDEPOSIT
Test Method: Motored Dyno D5500 Type Road Simulation Cycle
levels were measured in a laboratory
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AMSOIL P.i. averaged 72% intake valve deposit cleanup across a
wide range of engine types and sizes, with two cars cleaning up
greater than 90%.

Combustion Chambers
The combustion chamber is where fuel
COMBUSTIONTAKESPLACE ANDITISBOTHTHE
hottest location in the engine and the most
DIFlCULTLOCATIONTOCLEANOFDEPOSITS3PARK
timing is very important in gasoline engines.
#OMBUSTIONMUSTBETIMEDSOTHElREDEVELops maximum pressure once the piston has
REACHEDITSPEAK4HEROLEOFTHESPARKPLUGS
ISTOSTARTTHElREANDCONTROLTHETIMING

Combustion Chamber Deposits
(IGHLEVELSOFCOMBUSTIONCHAMBERDEPOSITSCANNEGATIVELYAFFECTTHISPROCESS,IKE
INTAKEVALVEDEPOSITS COMBUSTIONCHAMBER
DEPOSITSAREPRESENTINSOMEQUANTITYINNEARLYEVERYVEHICLEONTHEROAD7HENALLOWEDTOACCUMULATE THEY
RESEMBLEMOUNTAINSWITHPEAKSANDVALLEYS!CTINGASINSULATORSTHATHOLDHEAT THEPEAKSCANBECOMEHOT
ENOUGHTOACTASASECONDARYIGNITIONSOURCE IGNITINGANDCREATINGTWOCOMBUSTIONFRONTSONEFROMTHESPARK
plug and one from the secondary ignition source).
4HETWOCOMBUSTIONFRONTSCOLLIDEANDBOUNCEBACKANDFORTHINTHECYLINDERASAPRESSUREWAVE CREATINGA
KNOCKINGORPINGINGSOUNDASTHEPRESSUREWAVEHITSTHESIDESOFTHECYLINDERANDLEADSTOENGINEDAMAGE 
INCLUDINGBROKENPISTONSANDRINGS4HEREARETWOWAYSTOREMEDYTHEPROBLEM4HElRSTISUSEOFAHIGHER
octane gasoline that resists ignition in the presence of the secondary ignition source (octane number requirement increase). The second remedy is to remove the secondary ignition source by removing the deposits.
Removal of the secondary ignition source eliminates the need for higher octane gasoline, saving fuel expenses
by allowing motorists to switch to less expensive lower octane gasoline.
Combustion chamber deposits also create a problem called combustion chamber deposit interference. In
order to meet emission standards, many modern vehicles are designed to burn everything in the combustion
chamber. To do so, the outside edges of the pistons are higher than the centers so that during the end of the
COMBUSTIONSTROKE THEYNATURALLYhSQUISHvEVERYTHINGBACKTOTHECENTER5NBURNEDMATERIALAROUNDTHEOUTSIDE
EDGESGETSPUSHEDBACKTOWARDTHEmAME"ECAUSETHISDESIGNCAUSESTHEOUTSIDEPISTONTOCOMEVERY
close to the cylinder head, large enough layers of deposits on both the cylinder head and piston top in an
engine with tight tolerances can cause the piston to physically hit the cylinder head, creating a loud metallic
banging sound, a problem particularly evident at cold startup.
!THIRDPROBLEMATTRIBUTEDTOCOMBUSTIONCHAMBERDEPOSITSISmAKING#OMBUSTIONCHAMBERDEPOSITSARE
usually the driest of engine deposits due to the hot environments in the combustion chamber, and they are
VERYSUSCEPTIBLETOHUMIDITY7HEN
Picture F - Combustion
Picture H - Combustion
humidity enters the cylinder, it causes the
chamber before P.i. treatment
chamber after P.i. treatment
DEPOSITSTOmAKE COMEOFFINLARGECHUNKS
and exit the exhaust valve. The problem
ISTHATNOTALLTHEDEPOSITSMAKEITPASTTHE
EXHAUSTVALVE3OMEREMAINONTHEVALVE
seat when the valve closes, holding the
exhaust valve open slightly and leading to
LOSTCOMPRESSION DIFlCULTSTARTING ROUGH
idle, increased hydrocarbon emissions
and a possible burned exhaust valve.To
avoid this problem, it is necessary to clean
combustion chamber deposits, ensuring
THEYDONTmAKEOFFANDCAUSEPROBLEMS
Pictures F and G show a dirty, depositcovered combustion chamber and piston,
while Pictures H and I show the same
combustion chamber and piston cleaned
with P.i.

Picture G - Piston before
P.i. treatment
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Picture I - Piston after
P.i. treatment

Combustion Chamber Deposit Clean-Up Test
4HEDARKBLUEANDREDBARSINGraph D indicate the piston top and cylinder deposit levels of each test vehicle
PRIORTO0ITREATMENT WHILETHELIGHTBLUEANDREDBARSINDICATETHEDEPOSITLEVELSAFTERONETANKOFOPERATION
ON0I TREATEDGASOLINE%VERYVEHICLESHOWEDSIGNIlCANTDEPOSITCLEAN UP MORETHANENOUGHTOREMEDYTHE
octane number requirement increase, combustion chamber deposit interference and combustion chamber
DEPOSITmAKINGPROBLEMSASSOCIATEDWITHCOMBUSTIONCHAMBERDEPOSITS
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AMSOIL P.i. averaged 46% combustion chamber deposit cleanup
across a wide range of engine types and sizes, with four cars cleaning
up greater than 50%.

Graph E
Test Method: Motored Dyno D5500 Type Road Simulation Cycle
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4HEmEETOFTESTVEHICLESWASPUTONAROLLING
chassis dynamometer before and after P.i.
treatment, measuring each vehicle’s fuel
economy numbers according to the same
method mandated by the federal government
and used by auto manufacturers to determine vehicle fuel economy ratings. The blue
bars on Graph E indicate pre-treatment fuel
economy numbers. The red bars indicate
FUELECONOMYFOLLOWINGONETANKOFOPERATION
on P.i., showing an average fuel economy
IMPROVEMENTOFMORETHANPERCENT
!LTHOUGHTHE(ONDAANDTWO4OYOTAVEHICLES
had the lowest levels of deposits prior to P.i.
treatment, they experienced the largest fuel
economy increases after treatment, indicating that even minimal levels of deposits can
HAVESIGNIlCANTEFFECTSONFUELECONOMY
In fact, many smaller engines designed for
MAXIMUMFUELEFlCIENCYAREAMONGTHEMOST
sensitive to deposits.

Test Method: Motored Dyno D5500 Type Road Simulation Cycle
15
Average Combustion Chamber
Deposit Thickness (0.001”/cylinder)

A primary concern for many motorists is
fuel economy, and the clean-up of fuel
INJECTOR INTAKEVALVEANDCOMBUSTION
chamber deposits effectively improves a
vehicle’s fuel economy.

Graph D

US06 Fuel Economy (mpg)

Fuel Economy Test

19

Although modern vehicle models are
equipped with fuel injection systems, there
AMSOIL P.i. provided an average fuel efﬁciency increase of 2.3%, with
one car showing improved fuel efﬁciency of 5.7%.
are still a number of older and classic
CARBURETEDCARSONTHEROADS0IWORKSJUST
as effectively in carburetors as it does in fuel
INJECTORS INTAKEVALVESANDCOMBUSTIONCHAMBERS EFFECTIVELYCLEANINGTHEBACKSIDESOFCARBURETORPLATES THE
idle air passages and all of the fuel portals just as well as it cleans the components of a fuel injection system.
Picture J shows dirty, deposit-covered carburetor plates, while Picture K shows the same carburetor plates
cleaned with P.i.

Picture J - Carburetor plates before P.i. treatment
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Picture K - Carburetor plates after P.i. treatment

"ENEÚTSOF0I4REATMENT
s)NCREASESFUELECONOMY
4ESTINGYIELDEDIMPROVEMENTOFUPTOPERCENT
s2ESTORESPOWER ACCELERATIONANDDRIVABILITYTOhLIKENEWvCONDITION
s2EDUCESEMISSIONSANDHELPSVEHICLESPASSEMISSIONTESTS
5PTOPERCENTREDUCTIONINHYDROCARBON(# EMISSIONSUNBURNEDFUEL
5PTOPERCENTREDUCTIONINCARBONMONOXIDE#/ EMISSIONSPARTIALLYBURNEDFUEL
5PTOPERCENTREDUCTIONINNITROUSOXIDE./X EMISSIONS
s!VOIDSNECESSITYOFEXPENSIVEINJECTORCLEANINGSERVICES
s2EDUCESENGINEOCTANEREQUIREMENT SAVINGMONEYATTHEPUMP

Recommendations
4REATONEFULLTANKOFGASUPTOGALLONSWITHONEBOTTLEORUPTOGALLONSWITHTWOBOTTLES5SINGMORETHAN
TWOBOTTLESPERTREATMENTISNOTRECOMMENDED,ARGEGASTANKSSHOULDONLYBEPARTIALLYlLLEDTOGALLONSTO
MAINTAINTHEPROPERCONCENTRATIONRATIOOFONEBOTTLEPEREVERYGALLONSFORBESTRESULTS4REATEVERY MILES
(or 100 hours for marine, stationary and off-road gasoline-powered engines). P.i. helps pass emission tests
TREATONEFULLTANKOFGAS RUNTHATTANKANDlLLUPAGAINPRIORTOTEST 3AFEFORUSEWITHCATALYTICCONVERTERS 
OXYGENSENSORS OXYGENATEDGASANDETHANOLBLENDEDGAS.OTRECOMMENDEDFORTWO CYCLEENGINES
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